Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Liquid repellent surfaces, especially those providing both very large contact angles (e.g., \>150°) and very small contact angle hysteresis (e.g., \<10°)^[@CR1]--[@CR8]^, have been attracting tremendous attention in recent years. Depending on the liquids they can repel, these surfaces are termed superhydrophobic (i.e., for water), superoleophobic^[@CR4]^ or superamphiphobic^[@CR5]^ (i.e., for oils), superomniphobic^[@CR6],\ [@CR7]^ (i.e., for all liquids), etc. All dealing with "super-" surfaces have reported a large contact angle in super-repelled state, but many of them have not presented how accurate the measurement was or specified whether the angle was for advancing or receding. Unfortunately, measurement of large contact angles is inherently less accurate (typically undervalued) due to the limited optical resolution near the contact line (i.e., solid-liquid-gas interface) and easily affected by the optical setup and image analysis algorithm employed. This inaccuracy is exacerbated as in some cases the apparent advancing contact angle approaches 180°. Furthermore, the large apparent (i.e., macroscopic) contact angles of interest here have sometimes been mixed up with the temporary (i.e., instantaneous) and local (i.e., microscopic) contact angles viewed right on the microstructures of the super-repellent surfaces, confusing the accuracy of the reported apparent contact angles^[@CR9],\ [@CR10]^. The increasing popularity of super-repellent surfaces has made accurate measurement of large contact angles an issue of practical importance^[@CR11]--[@CR13]^.

Several methods have been studied to measure the large contact angles using a sessile drop. Figure [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates an experimentally obtained image fitted to the theoretical Young-Laplace equation over the entire profile, allowing one to determine the contact angle more accurately than using the image near the three-phase contact point^[@CR11],\ [@CR12],\ [@CR14]^. Furthermore, assuming axisymmetric interfaces, some advanced profile fitting methods^[@CR15],\ [@CR16]^ have eliminated the need to use the apex of the profile, accommodating the common needle-inserted drops. Pendant bubble has also been proposed to increase the accuracy of large contact angle measurement by an order of magnitude, compared with the sessile drop^[@CR13]^. Because the above methods take the advantage of drop symmetry and can obtain the drop profile from Young-Laplace equation, the accuracy of contact angle is solely determined by the contact line location. However, these global-profile fitting methods are usually not suitable for dynamic contact angles, because the symmetry needed for the theoretical Young-Laplace fitting over the entire profile is easily lost either for a needled droplet subjected to an asymmetric liquid feeding (due to beveled tip, angled insertion, etc.) (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) or for a sliding droplet (Fig. [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Consequently, in addition to the contact line location, the detailed drop profile near the contact line is also needed to determine the contact angle, and hence local polynomial fitting near the contact point remains the most common approach to quantify dynamic contact angles with asymmetric sessile drops, providing measurement errors \<1°^[@CR17]^.Figure 1General methods of contact angles measurement, shown on super-repellent surfaces. (**a**) Static contact angle of a symmetric droplet can be measured by fitting the global droplet profile with a theoretical profile calculated from Young-Laplace equation. (**b**) Dynamic contact angles revealed by adding and subtracting the liquid to the droplet through a syringe needle, which tends to compromise the droplet symmetry in practice. (**c**) Dynamic contact angles revealed by sliding the droplet, which destroys the droplet symmetry. For (**b**) and (**c**), which lack the droplet symmetry, dynamic contact angles are usually measured by fitting the local droplet profile near the contact point with a polynomial equation.

An accurate measurement of large contact angles is known to be even more difficult for drops flattened by gravity^[@CR10],\ [@CR12],\ [@CR18]^. Generally, the shape of a droplet is dictated by the dimensionless Bond number *Bo*, which includes a characteristic length of the droplet and the capillary length of the liquid. The capillary length is defined as *l* ~cap~ = (*γ* /*ρg*)^1/2^, where *γ* is the liquid surface tension, *ρ* is the liquid density, and *g* is the gravitational acceleration. For a sessile drop, *Bo* can be defined as *Bo* = (*R* ~0~/*l* ~cap~)^2^, using the radius of curvature at the drop apex (*R* ~0~) as the characteristic length^[@CR11]^. Since for a given volume a liquid with a smaller *l* ~cap~ forms a more flattened droplet, one can say it is more difficult to measure the contact angle of a smaller *l* ~cap~ liquid in a repelled state^[@CR10],\ [@CR12]^. However, to the best of our knowledge, the origin of this difficulty has not been clearly understood largely because few liquids with a small capillary length showed a large contact angle on any solid surface. So far the smallest capillary length liquid studied on a repellent surface was diiodomethane^[@CR12]^ (*l* ~cap~ ≈ 1.3 mm), whose capillary length is \~50% of water's (*l* ~cap~ ≈ 2.7 mm). In this paper, we incorporate the recently introduced superomniphobic surface capable of repelling any existing liquids^[@CR7]^ to expand the study by covering liquids with an extremely small capillary length, i.e., fluorinated solvents including 3M^TM^ FC-72 (*l* ~cap~ ≈ 0.78 mm), whose capillary length is only \~29% of water's. This true superomniphobic platform allows us, for the first time, to discover a pitfall that has so far been unnoticeable in contact angle measurements, especially on super-repellent surfaces.

In this paper, we first theoretically investigate the origin of the difficulty in measuring large contact angles of gravity-flattened drops using numerical simulations. The result exposes the common pitfall and explains the difficulty in accurately measuring large contact angles. Based on the simulation, we conclude that a lens magnification corresponding to the ratio of the capillary lengths should be used in order to obtain values of a consistent accuracy when measuring large contact angles of liquids with significantly different capillary lengths. To confirm the effectiveness of the proposed rule, we will examine the dynamic contact angles of 13 liquids with widely different capillary lengths on a superomniphobic SiO~2~ surface, on which all the liquids have the same apparent contact angles, reconciling the inaccurate contact angles obtained before adopting the proposed measurement rule. By generalizing the findings, along the way we define a new Bond number based on the equator height of beading droplets and the resolution of the optical system to quantify the measurement accuracy of large contact angles.

Theory {#Sec2}
======

For contact angle measurements, a common practice is to capture a droplet image at a magnification that will fill the picture frame fully with the image to maximize optical resolution, i.e., minimize pixel size. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} is drawn to help explain a common problem in measuring the contact angle of a very small capillary length liquid in a repelled state. Figure [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} depicts theoretical profiles of sessile drops of water and FC-72 numerically integrated from Young-Laplace equation^[@CR19]^ assuming a constant apparent contact angle *θ* ^*\**^ = 150°. Here we introduce a term called droplet equator height (*h*), which is defined as the height of the largest horizontal section of the drop above the tested surface. The equator height here is different from the equatorial height used in Bashforth and Adams^[@CR20]^ and Padday^[@CR21]^, as explained in Figure [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} in the Supplementary Information. Figure [2b and c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} show the droplet equator heights calculated for 13 different liquids by fixing their droplet shape and landing area, respectively.Figure 2Sessile drops of two liquids with very different capillary lengths *l* ~cap~ and same large contact angle. (**a**) Droplet profiles of water and FC-72 drawn from numerical integration with apparent contact angle *θ* ^\*^ = 150°. Comparing the water droplet and the small FC-72 droplet in the middle, they share the same Bond number (*Bo* = 0.73) and thus the same profile shapes, but the FC-72 droplet is smaller due to its smaller *l* ~cap~. Comparing the water droplet and the large FC-72 droplet on the right, they share the same contact radius (*r* ~c~ = 1.5 mm), but the FC-72 droplet is flattened more due to its smaller *l* ~cap~. Now, comparing the two FC-72 droplets, notice their equator heights *h* are similar despite a large difference in their volumes. This departure between *h*, which determines the image resolution, and the droplet size, which is commonly used to decide the resolution, leads to the common inaccuracy, which we propose to correct. (**b** and **c**) Relation between *h* and *l* ~cap~ from the theoretical profiles of 13 different liquids selected for experiments in this paper. The red lines show the linear fitting. The insets show the droplet profiles under their respective boundary conditions. In (**b**), water and FC-72 are compared with *Bo* = 0.73, i.e., the left and middle droplets in (**a**), over 0.42 mm \< *r* ~c~ \< 1.5 mm. In (**c**), water and FC-72 are compared with *r* ~c~ = 1.5 mm, i.e., the left and right droplets in (**a**), over 0.73 ≤ *Bo* ≤ 17.

When measuring the contact angles of droplets with a similar *Bo* but different sizes, e.g., water droplet on the left and the small FC-72 droplet in the middle in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, one would fill the picture frame with the droplet image, ending up using a lower lens magnification for water than for FC-72. While viable for smooth surfaces^[@CR22]^ as far as the lens has a high enough magnification, this practice has a limitation for super-repellent surfaces, because contact angle measurement becomes unreliable if the droplet is not much larger than their roughness scale, e.g., pitch or periodicity of the surface microstructures^[@CR23]^. This limitation is relevant because often water droplets of just a few millimeters in diameter are placed on a superhydrophobic (SHPo) surface whose structural pitch is not much smaller than 1 mm. Since FC-72 droplets with a similar shape as the water droplet (e.g., the small FC-72 droplet in the middle) may land on only several structures, one will increase their volume until their contact radius (*r* ~c~) becomes similar to the water drop's as shown in the large FC-72 droplet on the right. Since the large FC-72 droplet has roughly the same maximum diameter as the water droplet, one will use the same lens magnification as the water droplet when capturing images for contact angle measurements. This is how the inaccuracy starts. Note the large FC-72 droplet on the right has a similar equator height (*h*) as the much smaller FC-72 droplet in the middle. As result, the above casual (albeit natural) lens selection practice was essentially equivalent to capturing the small FC-72 droplet with the same lens magnification used for the large water droplet, ending up analyzing one droplet profile (i.e., same *Bo*) with two different resolutions (i.e., low resolution for FC-72). This exercise explains why the contact angles on gravity-flattened droplets are commonly measured less accurately.

From Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, we have noted the proper parameter representing the measurement accuracy of large contact angles is the equator height (*h*) since it indicates the lens magnification needed reliably. To estimate the magnification for different liquids, we plotted *h* versus *l* ~cap~ for 13 different liquids with the same droplet shape (*Bo* = 0.73) in Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and the same contact radius (*r* ~c~ = 1.5 mm) in Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, showing a good linear relationship for both cases. See Figure [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} in the Supplementary Information for more details. Based on Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} (and Figure [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} in the Supplementary Information for a similar scaling in the lateral direction), we conclude that one should use a lens magnification inversely proportional to the capillary length to obtain large contact angles (i.e., in super-repelled state) with a consistent accuracy for different liquids over a wide range of capillary lengths.

Now, let us expand the above lens selection rule to see if we can generalize it and quantify the measurement accuracy of large contact angles. The discussion with lens magnification can be further understood in terms of the physical length per pixel. Since we want to fill the picture frame (containing the number of pixels (*N*)) with the image up to *h*, for a given optical system (hence a given maximum *N*) the physical length per pixel (*h*/*N*) is proportional to *h*, meaning larger magnification (hence smaller *h*/*N*) for droplets with smaller *h*. Using this *h*/*N* as the characteristic length, here we define a new Bond number *Bo* ~*h*/*N*~ = (*h*/*N*/*l* ~cap~)^2^, which quantitatively defines the measurement accuracy of large contact angles. Note the characteristic length *h*/*N* in *Bo* ~*h*/*N*~ represents an experimental parameter (*N*) as well as a physical parameter of the droplet (*h*), unlike the usual Bond numbers, whose characteristic length represent only a physical parameter of the droplet (e.g., *R* ~0~). When measuring contact angles of liquids with widely different capillary lengths on a repellent surface, *Bo* ~*h*/*N*~ should be kept constant to prevent insufficient image resolution prone to small capillary length liquids. While the highest possible lens magnification would provide the most accurate contact angles for a given liquid, the lens selection with a constant *Bo* ~*h/N*~ would produce contact angles of different liquids with a consistent accuracy. This consistency is important for a fair comparison when liquids with significantly different capillary lengths are to be discussed in terms of their large contact angles.

Results and Discussion {#Sec3}
======================

Using the advancing menisci of water and FC-72 as examples, Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the captured images at different zoom levels. In Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, ① and ② present the original digital image (i.e., no zoom) near the contact line of water and FC-72, respectively, while ③ and ④ depict the virtual (from ②) and physical zoomed images of FC-72. By overlapping the virtually zoomed image of FC-72 with water, i.e., overlapping ③ on ①, in Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} we found that the limited resolution near the contact point of FC-72 (③) caused the edge detection of the meniscus to truncate the wedge prematurely. However, when overlapping the physically zoomed image of FC-72 with water, i.e., overlapping ④ on ①, in Fig. [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} we found their menisci completely overlapped. This exercise confirms that the blur in images of FC-72 at no zoom (②) are simply bad lighting through a small gap under the large contact angles formed on super-repellent surfaces. In Fig. [3d](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, ①, ③ and ④ are overlapped to further illustrate the reconciliation between the contact angle of water and that of FC-72 at virtual and physical zoom.Figure 3Experimental profiles of water and FC-72 at different magnifications and their comparisons. (**a**) Whole droplet profiles of water and FC-72 and different zooms at their advancing menisci. ① and ② show the advancing menisci of water and FC-72 close to the contact point at no zoom. ③ and ④ demonstrate the advancing meniscus of FC-72 under virtual and physical zoom set to be inversely proportional to the ratio of its capillary length to water. (**b**) Overlap of ① and ③ shows the matching of water and FC-72 (virtual zoom) advancing menisci except the blurred region in FC-72 due to limited resolution and lighting. (**c**) Overlap of ① and ④ shows the matching of water and FC-72 (physical zoom) advancing menisci with the blurred region resolved by higher magnification. (**d**) Overlap of ①, ③ and ④ summarizes the conclusions from (**b**) and (**c**).

Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the calculated dynamic contact angles of water and FC-72 at different zooms and confirms that the contact angles of FC-72 have been better resolved by zooming. With virtual zoom, the menisci for FC-72 have fewer points available for the contact-angle calculation, resulting in more scattered data. With physical zoom, the menisci of FC-72 are captured at a sufficiently high resolution, resulting in values close to water contact angles, which are deemed highly accurate. Note that when we measured water contact angles at the same high magnification used for FC-72 under physical zoom (i.e., \~8.76x), the advancing and receding apparent contact angles were measured to be 160.7 ± 0.8° and 139.1 ± 1.7° (mean ± standard deviation, *N* \> 500), respectively, which are almost the same as the ones measured at no zoom (160.7 ± 0.2° and 141.5 ± 1.1°). This invariance supports the effectiveness of the magnifications listed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and confirms it does not help much to increase the lens magnification further. Instead, too high a magnification may hurt the measurement, because on structured surfaces the intrinsic (i.e., microscopic) contact angles on the local surfaces of individual microstructures start to affect the measurement meant for the apparent (i.e., macroscopic) contact angles^[@CR24],\ [@CR25]^. Indeed, the increased scatter of the data in our measurement at very high magnifications indicates that the measurement was performed too close to the structured surface (i.e., a length scale approached the pitch of the micro-posts^[@CR24]^), as evident from the individual micro-posts appearing in Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} ④). Elimination of such scatter for physically zoomed data would require a superomniphobic SiO~2~ surface with smaller pitches (e.g., \<10 μm), which is not practical, or use of a lower magnification lens, which lowers the measurement accuracy. Note that, while an incorrect determination of the contact point will in general lower the accuracy of the measured contact angles^[@CR11],\ [@CR13]^, for the current study the inaccuracy caused by an incorrect contact point determination is negligible (e.g., \<1° even for 5 pixels offsets; see Figure [S4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} in the Supplementary Information) compared with the inaccuracy by a wrong lens magnification (\~10°).Figure 4Comparisons of measured contact angles of FC-72 at different zooms with water as a reference. Without zoom, there is \~10° contact angle deviation of FC-72 due to blur that causes an inaccurate meniscus detection. With virtual zoom, the image was digitally scaled but provides fewer points for calculation, leading to more scattered data. With physical zoom, the meniscus was better resolved and showed accurate contact angle while the data scattering was caused by local contact angle variation from a relatively large wavelength of the surface roughness. Table 1Properties of the test liquids with their capillary length and magnification used for an accurate contact angles measurement.NameChemical FormulaSurface Tension (mN/m)Density (kg/m^3^)Capillary length (mm)Lens MagnificationWaterH~2~O72.89972.732.50 (Ref.)\[EMIM\]\[BF~4~\]C~6~H~11~BF~4~N~2~52.812942.043.34DiiodomethaneCH~2~I~2~50.833251.25N/AEthylene glycolC~2~H~6~O~2~48.21113.52.103.25Formic acidCH~2~O~2~3812231.783.83TolueneC~7~H~8~28.3866.81.823.74AcetoneC~3~H~6~O23.1784.51.733.94MethanolCH~4~O22.5791.41.704.002-PropanolC~3~H~8~O21.2780.91.664.01HexaneC~6~H~14~18.4660.61.684.05Novec 7100C~4~F~9~OCH~3~13.615200.967.14FC-84C~7~F~16~1217300.848.11Novec 649C~6~F~9~O10.816000.838.22FC-72C~6~F~14~1016800.788.76Diiodomethane is also included as a comparison^[@CR12]^.

Contact angles have been measured for the 13 test liquids under different zooming conditions and summarized in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. As seen in Fig. [5a](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, the contact angles are significantly undervalued for liquids with capillary length below 1 mm, which are the fluorinated solvents tested for the first time in this report. Other liquids, including water and organic solvents, do not show much error even without corrected magnification, indicating that contact angles reported on usual super-repellent surfaces were generally acceptable. This is because the density and surface tension counter-balance each other for common liquids, including water, organic solvents, and liquid metals^[@CR26]^, giving them similar capillary lengths (*l* ~cap~ \> 1.5 mm). In other words, the corrected magnification above is not needed for large contact angles (i.e., \>150°) unless the samples include extremely small capillary length liquids (i.e., *l* ~cap~ \< 1.0 mm). Figure [5b and c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} show the effectiveness of proper zooming in improving the contact angle measurement for small capillary length liquids. The virtual (i.e., digital) zooming is less accurate but more convenient, while the physical zooming requiring readjustment of the existing setup provides more accurate contact angles. The polynomial fitting was found reliable for all physical zooms used in our system (i.e., coefficient of determination *R* ^2^ \> 0.997 for all measurements; see Figure [S5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} in the Supplementary Information).Figure 5Contact angles of 13 different liquids measured on a superomniphobic SiO~2~ surface at different zooms with the accurate values shown as the horizontal dotted lines. (**a**) With no zoom, liquids with very small capillary lengths (fluorinated solvents) show deviations with their contact angles consistently underestimated. (**b**) Virtual zoom helps mitigating the deviation without readjusting the experiment setups. (**c**) With physical zoom and the proposed rule, the contact angles are obtained with a consistent accuracy regardless of the liquids. The dashed lines indicate the apparent contact angles measured with physical zoom and are drawn as visual guides for comparison with (**a**) and (**b**).

Methods {#Sec4}
=======

To verify our theory and demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposal, we utilize a recently developed superomniphobic SiO~2~ surface^[@CR7]^, which has two unparalleled properties ideal for the current study: (1) The surface is capable of super-repelling all liquids, including those with extremely small capillary lengths; (2) The apparent contact angle on the surface is theoretically identical to all liquids, allowing us to evaluate the accuracy of different measurement methods. The second property was possible because, unlike any other super-repellent surface, the superomniphobic SiO~2~ surface was designed to repel liquids purely by the shape of the surface structures. This insensitivity to both the substrate material and liquid material often invites one to call it a "mechanical surface". Since all the liquids have indistinguishably small intrinsic contact angles (i.e., \<10°) on SiO~2~ and share the same solid fraction (\~5%) of the surface structures, there is no difference in the apparent contact angles between different liquids on the superomniphobic SiO~2~ surface as predicted by the Cassie-Baxter model^[@CR27]^. In contrast, the apparent contact angle on a typical liquid-repellent surface, invariably made of a hydrophobic material, is inevitably affected by the intrinsic contact angle of the liquid and the resulting solid fraction. For example, a liquid with smaller surface tension would exhibit a smaller apparent contact angle, because its intrinsic contact angle is smaller and the solid fraction larger as the small-contact-angle liquid penetrates the roughness more.

All the measurements have been made on the superomniphobic SiO~2~ surface composed of a square array of circular posts (20 μm diameter and 100 μm pitch) capped with doubly re-entrant overhangs^[@CR7]^. To avoid the spatial effect^[@CR24]^ of a droplet with size comparable to the wavelength (i.e., pitch) of the roughness^[@CR23]^ and maintain a consistent heterogeneity condition, we created droplets of different liquids with a similar base radius (*r* ~c~ \~1.5--2.0 mm). Advancing and receding contact angles were measured on a custom-built goniometer on a vibration-isolation plate (Vistek VIP Series 320), which consists of an X-Y axis positioning stage amid observation instruments (GO^®^ Edmund VZM™ 1000i Zoom Imaging Lens at 2.5x-10x magnification with Point Grey FL3-U3--13Y3M-C CMOS camera) and a light source. Droplets were created and held by a syringe (BD PrecisionGlide Needle, 22 G × 1.5 inch) on the superomniphobic SiO~2~ surface (Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), which was placed on a linear-motorized stage (Zaber T-LA28A-S), so that an advancing and a receding meniscus are formed at the two ends of the droplet by sliding the stage (\~200 µm/s). Using water as a reference (at 2.5x), the lens magnification for each liquid was set to the ratio of its capillary length to the water's, as summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Note that the 2.5x magnification in our setup provides enough resolution to measure *θ* ^*\**^ for water (i.e., *Δθ* ^*\**^ \< 1° at ±1 pixel detection uncertainty). All contact angles were measured from the same direction (11.25°, see Figure [S6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} in Supplementary Information for more details) relative to the grid array of the posts so that the measurements are not affected by viewing directions^[@CR24]^. For each image, the profile of the droplet was detected by Canny edge detection algorithm^[@CR17]^ and the profile near the contact point was fitted to quartic polynomial curves^[@CR17]^. The advancing and receding contact angles were then calculated from the slopes of the curves at the contact point.To compare, we have tested both a virtual zoom and a physical zoom for contact angles measurement. For virtual zoom, we first captured the images at the same magnification for all liquids (i.e., at 2.5x) and then virtually (digitally) scaled the recorded images according to their capillary lengths. For physical zoom, we adjusted the lens magnification accordingly to their capillary lengths (i.e., Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) before capturing the images of advancing and receding ends.

Summary and Conclusions {#Sec5}
=======================

Exposing a hidden pitfall in measuring very large contact angles (i.e., in super-repelled state) by expanding the tested liquids to those with extremely small capillary length (\<1.0 mm), we have developed a practical remedy that ensures a consistent measurement accuracy over different capillary lengths. When measuring the contact angles of small capillary length liquids, we have found one tends to unintentionally capture images with a lower resolution than possible. Demonstrating that the droplet equator height is the key parameter to accurately measure large contact angles using the images near the contact point, we have proposed a Bond number based on the droplet equator height and optical resolution. This new Bond number represents the measurement accuracy of large contact angle for a wide range of liquids. To apply the proposed rule, we used lens magnification inversely proportional to the capillary length of the test liquid and confirmed its effectiveness through experimental verification. The proposed method allows one to avoid underestimating large contact angles (\>150°) of very small capillary length liquids (\<1.0 mm) compared with those of common liquids (\>1.5 mm). While acknowledging the measurement improvement by the proposed method would be negligible for most liquids, it sheds a light to the difficulty associated with optical measurements of very large contact angles accurately. We suggest utilizing this relatively simple practice for a fair comparison of different liquids in terms of large contact angles, if some of the liquids have a very low energy, which tend to have a very small capillary length.
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